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1. A BrIEF HISTOrICAl rEvIEw

Aircraft first began to be used to transport civilians after the end of the First World 
War in 1918, when many pilots who had served in the air force were reluctant to leave 
the flying profession. This was when the first aero-companies were formed.

From 1929 onwards, instrument flying (flying in weather conditions not allowing 
to see the ground anymore, e.g. in clouds) gradually began to spread and by 1939 the 
speed of a commercial aircraft had risen from 170 to some 300 kilometers an hour.

Aviation technology was later given a massive shove forward by the needs of the 
two sides in the Second World War. After the war, in 1948, the industry saw the ar-
rival of the first pressurized cabins, permitting flights up to 6000 meters above sea 
level and speeds of up to 550 kilometers an hour.

1958 saw the dawn of the jet age, raising speeds to 1000 kilometers an hour and 
cruising altitudes to up to 12 000 meters. With the arrival of Concorde in the 1970s, 
even these limits have been surpassed.
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2. THE AIrFrAME

2.1. STruCTurAl FEATurES
The vast majority of today’s com-

mercial aircraft is a multi-engine low 
wing monoplane with retractable 
landing gear and single tail plane.

Civil aircraft are basically all-alu-
minum constructions, though some 
light alloys and composites are also 
employed. Steel may also be used, 
especially for parts that are subject 
to considerable heat or strain.

The fuselage is primarily designed 
to bear the aircraft’s payload of pas-
sengers, cargo and mail. In structu-

ral terms, the fuselage is the essential link between the wings and the tail unit. 
Aircraft length is measured from the tip of the nose to the rearmost point on the 
tail. The wings are located left and right of the fuselage. In fact, the wings we see 
are usually part of a single „mainplane” construction onto which the fuselage is 
mounted. The wings are the element that generates „lift” – the force that enables 
the aircraft to fly. The wings also serve as fuel tanks. The straight-line distance from 
one wingtip to the other is known as the aircraft’s span.

The third dimension of an aircraft’s size can only really be measured if the aircraft 
is on the ground. The height of the aircraft is the vertical distance from the ground 
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to its highest point, i.e. the top of the vertical stabilizer (or tailfin, as it is sometimes 
known).

The tail unit consists of a vertical and a horizontal stabilizer. The vertical stabi-
lizer has a movable rudder, while the horizontal stabilizer has movable elevators 
attached. It is the rudder and the elevators, plus the ailerons on the wings, that 
control the aircraft’s movements around the longitudinal, lateral and vertical axes 
of flight. 

2.2. THE FuSElAgE
The fuselage is usually divi-

ded into two distinct sections: 
the pressurized and the un-
pressurized zone. Needless to 
say, the cockpit and passenger 
cabin are located in the pres-
surized zone. However, the 
pressurized zone also includes 
the cargo holds (or also named 
cargo bays) and some areas be-
neath the cabin floor. The un-
pressurized zone of the fuse-
lage includes the radome (the 

„nose” of the aircraft), the wheel bays (for the landing gear when retracted) and the 
tail unit.

2.3. THE CArgO COMpArTMEnT
The cargo holds (or also cargo bays) are 

usually located beneath the cabin floor. 
The two corner „tunnels” created by the 
shape of the cargo holds are used to carry 
the various cables, air-conditioning ducts 
and wires that run through the aircraft.

2.4. THE dOOrS
Most cabin doors, cargo hold doors and 

emergency exits on an aircraft close from 
inside outwards. The dimensions of the door are 
wider than the frame it is put into. This is to en-
sure that, during a flight, the higher air pressure 
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in the cabin will not „blow” the door out. This arrangement also ensures that the 
doors cannot be opened during a flight. On ground, where the inside and outside 
pressure are the same, the doors can be opened and swung out or moved up into 
the cabin ceiling.

In contrary to the cabin doors, the big cargo doors on a wide-body or dedicated 
freighter aircraft are made to close from the outside into the frame. This is for 
reasons of space. The locking system on these doors must be able to withstand the 
high forces they will be subjected to in the air, when the pressure inside the aircraft 
will be much greater than the one outside.

2.5. THE wIndOwS
Cockpit windows and cabin windows are constructed in different ways. Cabin 

windows are of a far simpler construction: they just consist of two layers of plexi-
glas. However, the plexiglas must be strong enough to withstand a pressure that is 
several times that of the normal pressurized cabin.

The cockpit windshield must be strong enough to bear not only the cabin pressu-
re differential, but also the dynamic pressure of the air during flight and the force 
of the possible impact of foreign objects such as birds or hail. The solution is a 
multilayered „sandwich” construction of toughened glass and relatively soft vinyl. 
The composition ensures that even if some layers of the glass break, the window 
will remain intact. The cockpit windows also have a fine metal film between the 
vinyl and the glass layer which can be electrically heated to keep the windows clear 
and free from ice.

2.6. THE wATEr And wASTE SySTEM
These two systems – which 

are, of course, essential for 
passenger comfort – are also 
located in the fuselage. Fresh 
drinking water is carried in 
tanks, some of them very lar-
ge (e.g. 200 liters for A320 
aircraft family, 700 liters for 
A340 aircraft), located under 
the cabin floor. The water is 

outside outside

inside inside

Cockpit window construction Cabin window construction
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brought up by compressed air to the various points at which it is used, where it is 
heated or cooled according to need. Waste water is discharged into the atmosphere 
via a heated outlet known as a „drain mast” which is located on the underside of 
the fuselage.

Unlike waste water from the fresh water system, waste from the toilets is not re-
leased into the atmosphere. All waste from the toilets, together with the water and 
disinfectant mixture used to flush them, is sucked into waste tanks by a vacuum 
system. These waste tanks are emptied, and the flushing fluid replenished by a spe-
cial apron service vehicle on the ground.

2.7. THE wIng
The wings of an 

aircraft consist eit-
her of a single cont-
inuous „mainplane” 
onto which the fuse-
lage is mounted, or 
of two separate ele-
ments which are atta-
ched each side of the 
fuselage. The wing-
tips, slats, flaps and 
ailerons can be remo-
ved for maintenance 
or repair. Fuel is also 
carried in the wings, 
in tanks located wi-
thin the wing struc-

ture between the main spars. On many aircraft types a further fuel tank is 
located in the crosspiece connecting the two wings, i.e. beneath the cabin floor, 
the so called center tank. The main landing gear is attached to the spars. The 
gear retracts sideways, up into the fuselage. The wings are designed to absorb 
up and down movements of up to several meters at the tips with no damage to 
the wing’s structural integrity.
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3. HOw dOES An AIrCrAFT Fly?

All objects – including ourselves – are bound to the earth’s surface by our own 
mass and the force of gravity. To overcome this we need to generate lift.

When a balloon lifts up from the ground, or a piece of wood floats on water, the 
same principle applies: lift is achieved by ensuring that the specific gravity of the 
item being lifted is less than the medium supporting it. A liter of helium is lighter 
than a liter of air. A silk balloon filled with helium will weigh less in total than the 
air it displaces, and will therefore rise. By the same principle, a piece of wood held 
under water will weigh less than the volume of water it displaces and will therefore 
pop up again to the surface when released. This phenomenon is known as static lift 
(which is also why bigger balloons are sometimes known as „aerostats”).

There is another way to generate lift called dynamic lift. Think of a waterskier. 
The skier can only „stand” on the surface of the water as long as he is being pulled 
forward by the boat, and – just as important – as long as he has his skis at a certain 
angle to the water.

Similarly, a kite will only fly provided the wind is blowing hard enough and the 
kite is kept at an effective angle to the wind by its line and its tail.

What is happening here? In both cases there is a buildup of pressure beneath the 
object concerned – the pressure of water beneath the ski and of air beneath the 
kite. It is the difference in pressure below and above the object that keeps the skier 
skiing and the kite flying. But this pressure differential will only exist as long as the 
skier keeps moving over the water respectively the air keeps blowing against the 
kite: in other words, as long as the dynamic state is maintained.

The situation is similar for an aircraft in flight. Here it is the difference in pressu-
re beneath and above the aircraft’s wing that generates the lift. Two components are 
required to produce this lift. The engines must provide enough power to propel the 
aircraft forward through the air and produce the dynamic state we require; and the 
wings must be placed at a suitable angle to the airflow to generate the lift.

But even with these two components the increased pressure (dynamic lift) on the 
underside of the wing will only produce about one third of the lift. The other two 
thirds come from reduced pressure on the top of the wing. So, how is that pressure 
reduced?

Think of a water pipe with a kink in the bottom and 
several holes bored in the top, all the same size and at 
regular intervals. If water is sent through this pipe at 
a reasonable pressure, some of the water will escape 
through the holes. But the spout of water will be noti-
ceably smaller above the kink than it is where the pipe 
is the normal width.

Why? Because, if the flow through 
the pipe is to remain constant, the 
water has to flow faster at the point 
of the constriction. When the water 
flows faster, it puts less pressure on 
the sides of the pipe.
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This is why the jets of water escaping are smaller at this point. This phenomenon 
is expressed in Bernoulli’s Principle:

„The lateral pressure exerted by a fluid passing through a pipe or over a surface 
will decrease in direct proportion to any increase in its speed.” The principle is valid 
not just for fluids but for air too. The faster the airflow, the less the pressure on any 
surface it travels over, and vice versa.

You can prove the phenomenon to 
yourself. Hold a piece of paper up to 
your mouth as shown.

The paper will hang down because it is 
heavier than the air around it. Now blow 
straight ahead. Your blowing produces a 
stream of faster air above the paper. This 
reduces the pressure above the paper 
and the paper should rise up because of 
the greater pressure below.

We can also create this state of affairs 
on the wing of an aircraft as it travels th-
rough the air. We can do this by giving the wing a particular cross sectional profile 
– more curved on top than underneath – to ensure that the air passing over the wing 
will have to travel further than the air passing under it. This profile, known as an 
„airfoil” or „aero foil” is shown in figure b bellow.

This means the air passing above the wing will have to travel faster to get to 
the same point as the air passing underneath. As we have seen, if a body of air is 
travelling faster, it will 
exert less lateral pres-
sure. So the pressure of 
the air on the top of the 
wing will be reduced and 
the wing will be forced 
upwards. So:

1/3rd increased pressure beneath the wing
+ 2/3rds reduced pressure above the wing
= total difference in pressure above and below the wing
= lift

angle of attack
(angle the wing
makes with 
the airflow)

the amount of lift
generated along a wing
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3.1. lOSS OF lIFT
In accordance with Bernoulli’s 

Principle, the faster the airflow 
over an aircraft’s specially sha-
ped wing, the greater the lift that 
will be produced. 

The speed of the airflow over 
the top of the wing can be increa-
sed in two ways: by increasing 
the speed of the aircraft or by in-
creasing the wing’s „angle of at-
tack”, the angle the wing makes 
with the approaching air.

The higher the angle of attack, 
i.e. the more the wing is pointed up at the front, the farther the air above the wing 
will have to travel, so the faster it will have to go and the lower its pressure will 
become.

But there is a limit here. If we continue to increase the angle of attack, there will 
come a point at which the distance the air has to travel is simply too great. When 
this point is reached, the airflow will start to break up.

So if the wing is given too high an angle of attack – to climb even higher or to 
maintain altitude at low speed – the airflow over the top of the wing may break up 
completely. The lift effect will be destroyed and the aircraft will rapidly lose height. 
This is known as a „stall”.

If a stall occurs at a high enough altitude, the pilot has lower its nose of the air-
plane, thus reducing the angle of attack and regaining speed as it descends, restore 
the airflow across the wings and continue its flight. But, if a stall occurs close to 
the ground, there may be no time or space to recover in this way and the aircraft 
will crash. Stalls are a common cause of accidents among „leisure pilots” with less 
flying experience.

3.2. THE FlIgHT COnTrOlS (prIMAry COnTrOlS)
There are two separate groups of flight controls aboard an aircraft. The most 

important are the „primary controls” which can change the direction of flight. The 
remaining are the „secondary controls” which are mainly used to increase or decrea-
se lift. But how exactly is the aircraft „driven”?

Unlike a car which moves on the surface of the Earth and can only make turns 
to the left or right, an aircraft operates in three dimensional space. This makes an 
aircraft’s directional controls far more complex than those of a car. We need to be 
able to keep our „vehicle” stable in an environment in which it will naturally not 
be so; and we need to be able to climb, descend and turn while maintaining that 
stability.

Every aircraft in flight has a fair amount of inherent stability. Along the longitudi-
nal axis, i.e. the axis running the length of the fuselage, this is achieved by making 
the wings „dihedral” – the wings are not horizontal when viewed from the front, but 
point upwards in a very shallow „V”. The lateral axis running from left to right and 
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the vertical axis from top to bottom are stabilized by the tail plane and movements 
are controlled via the elevators and rudder respectively. 

Now let’s turn to the controls themselves. To move the aircraft to the left or 
the right, i.e. around the vertical axis, the pilot depresses the rudder pedals 

with his feet. If he depresses the right hand 
pedal, the movable rudder behind the tailfin 
will move to the right (looking forward). The 
airflow will now act on the new profile to 
force the rear of the aircraft out to the left; 
the aircraft will pivot about the vertical axis 
and its nose will make a corresponding mo-
vement to the right.

The elevators work in exactly the same way. 
When the pilot pulls back on the steering co-
lumn or on certain modern aircraft with the 
sidestick, the elevators move upwards, the 
airflow forces the tail unit down and the nose 
of the aircraft rises as it pivots about the late-
ral axis. Pushing the steering column forward 

effects of the rudder

rudder pedals

rudder
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brings the elevators down. This 
forces the tail unit upwards and 
the aircraft pivots around the 
lateral axis and the nose sinks.

Movement around the longi-
tudinal axis is effected by the 
ailerons, located on the outside 
trailing edge of the wings. The-
se are operated by turning the 
wheel at the top of the steering 
column. Turn the wheel clock-
wise and the port (left hand) ai-
leron will be lowered while the 
starboard (right hand) aileron 
will rise. As a result, the airflow 
will force the port wing up and 
the starboard wing down and 
the aircraft will roll to the right. 
Moving the wheel anticlockwi-
se will have the same effect in 
reverse, rolling the plane to the 

left about the same longitudinal axis.
So all the movements of the aircraft are replicated by the movements of the 

steering column:

The form of the steering column varies from aircraft to aircraft. Some aircraft – 
especially light aircraft – have a „control stick“ instead of a steering column or yoke. 
In modern Airbus aircraft the movement of the aircraft around the longitudinal and 
lateral axis are controlled with a sidestick (not a „joystick“). These sidesticks are 
mounted on the outboard side of each pilot (between the pilot and his/her window). 
On these aircraft there is no control column directly in front of the pilots like in 
other modern airplanes.

Depress right rudder pedal:  Nose moves right
Depress left rudder pedal:  Nose moves left. 

Pull column back:  Aircraft nose goes up
Push column forward:  Aircraft nose goes down

Turn wheel left: Aircraft rolls left
Turn wheel right: Aircraft rolls right
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3.3. Fly By wIrE
On older aircraft models, the connection between the control column and rudder 

pedals to the control surfaces on the wing and the rudder is achieved by steel cables 
linking the controls to hydraulic actuators (servo steering aid) moving the control 
surfaces. 

On more modern aircraft these steel cables have been replaced by electric cables. 
The steering inputs on the control wheel (or sidestick), nose wheel steering as well 
as rudder pedals are transmitted digitally via electric cables and via on board flight 
computers to the hydraulic actuators for elevators, ailerons and rudder. This archi-
tecture is called „fly by wire“ (FBW). 

The advantage of FBW is not only that the mechanical and moving parts (cables, 
guide rollers, cylinders, etc.) have been eliminated, therefore requiring less main-
tenance (and also saving weight!), but that the steering inputs of the pilots are 
being checked and validated by a monitoring computer before being passed on to 
the hydraulic actuators for the actual control surface deflection. Also if an input 
on the control wheel (or sidestick) by the pilots would result in exceeding the 
limits of the aircraft envelope, then the monitoring computer would not pass it 
on to the hydraulic actuator. So FBW design contributes to flight safety by protec-
ting the aircraft not exceeding aircraft design limitations and avoids bringing the 
aircraft in risky or dangerous flight attitudes. Likewise a FBW aircraft, provided all 
monitoring computers are operational, will not be able to stall (abrupt disruption 
of lift).

For example the A320-family, A330 and A340 aircraft all have the FBW technolo-
gy. The RJ100 AVRO doesn’t and it still uses steering via metal cables and pulleys 
directly to the hydraulic actuators of the control surfaces.

3.4. THE ruddEr
The rudder has three functions:
● Steering the aircraft on ground at higher speeds, e.g. during takeoff roll. The 

aircraft is steered by the pilots via the rudder pedals acting directly on the rudder.
● It is an invaluable aid if one engine has failed, as it can be used to redress the 

asymmetric power being produced by the remaining engine. At low speeds, the 

Control stick in a sport-aeroplane. The sidestick in an Airbus-Aircraft.
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rudder angle needs to be quite big to have the 
desired effect; at higher speeds, even a slight de-
ployment will be enough.

● Turn coordination: a turn of an aircraft is ac-
complished by using the ailerons and a slight 
rudder input. This small rudder input is neces-
sary in order to minimize the centrifugal forces 
that are generated by turning the aircraft by the 
ailerons.

3.5. STEErIng AIdS
Aircraft travel at considerable speeds. This can 

make it very difficult to change their control sur-
faces and configurations during flight due to the 
strong aerodynamic forces. For this reason, many 
controls are nowadays equipped with aids to help 
turn the pilot’s cockpit command into the appropriate action. So, when a pilot ope-
rates the rudder or the ailerons, he will not be moving the surfaces themselves. 

Instead, he will operate a flight control 
tab. The movement of the tab will then 
activate the flap itself, using aerodyna-
mic principles

If still more assistance is required, the 
aircraft may be equipped with „servo“ 
controls, such as on our modern fleet of 
aircraft. With a servo system, the pilot’s 
commands open or close a series of val-
ves, either mechanically or electrically. 
This in turn regulates the flow of high-
pressure hydraulic fluid, the pressure of 
which operates the various control sur-
faces.

In addition to the steering and cont-
rol surfaces, a pilot can also „trim“ the 
aircraft. Trimming means setting the 
flying controls so that the aircraft will 
maintain a steady flight condition when 
no load is being exerted on the control 
column or the rudder pedals. The ele-
vator trim is more important still. An 
aircraft can never be loaded so that it 

will be optimally balanced in the „neutral“ steering position. Moreover, the load dis-
tribution will change during the flight – as the fuel is used up in the various tanks, 
for instance. The pilot could constantly move the steering column to counteract 
this. Alternatively, and with much less work, the pilot can trim the elevators to give 
the aircraft the desired attitude.
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Elevator trim is done using a different principle. Instead of using auxiliary con-
trols such as trim tabs to move the elevators, the entire horizontal stabilizer is 
adjusted instead. This, of course, has the same effect.

Rudder trim can be vital in the event of an engine failure. The strength needed 
to keep an aircraft straight when its 
thrust is coming from such asymme-
tric sources, can quickly become too 
much for the pilot alone. By trimming 
the rudder to counter this effect, the 
pilot can quickly bring the aircraft 
and his controls back to more bearab-
le pressure levels.

3.6. wAyS OF InCrEASIng lIFT (SECOndAry COnTrOlS)
Given the aerodynamics of the aircraft wing it 

should be clear that a thick or bulging airfoil will pro-
vide a lot of lift, but will only permit low speeds becau-
se of its resistance to the airflow or „drag“. A narrow 
airfoil, with its low air resistance, will be ideal for high 
speeds, but will provide relatively little lift.

Airport runways are of finite length, so a civil aircraft 
must be able to takeoff, approach a runway and land at 
a speed as low as possible. Given this low speed requi-
rement, aircraft are fitted with equipment to generate 
additional lift. This equipment consists of extensions 
to the wings: flaps fitted to the rear or „trailing edge“, 
and slats fitted at the front or „leading edge“. Both 
flaps and slats can be used to increase both the area 
and the curvature of the wing thus providing more lift 
at lower speeds.

Both slats and flaps are usually extended for takeoff and landing. For takeoff both 
are extended „a little“ (typically 10 
or 20 degrees relative to the rest of 
the wing) while for landing they are 
normally both fully (typically 30 to 
50 degrees) extended to maximize 
the surface area and curvature of the 
wing.

At their maximum deployment, the 
flaps provide a lot of air resistance, 
so they not only help generating the 
airplanes but also slow it down, too.

3.7. wAyS OF rEduCIng lIFT (SECOndAry COnTrOlS)
Spoilers are movable surfaces located on the top of the wing. They are usually 

positioned just in front of the flaps.

Slats and flaps increase the wing surface and 
curvature.

slats

flaps
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When deployed, the spoilers offer re-
sistance to the airflow passing over the 
wing. As a result they „spoil“, or at least 
reduce, the lift that the wing would ge-
nerate if the airflow was not disrupted 
in this way. Spoilers have one main role: 
they can be used to help control the 
aircraft total energy (speed and altitu-
de).

When the spoilers are being used as 
„speed brakes“, the pilot will need to de-
ploy them on both wings symmetrically. 

The spoilers are mostly used as speed 
brakes during the descent. Here they are 

fulfilling two functions. Firstly, if the aircraft gets too high on the ideal descent path 
the pilot will use the speed brakes to descend steeper without increasing the speed 
of the aircraft. Secondly, the pilot will use the speed brakes when the aircraft has to 
reduce its speed rapidly.

The spoilers also have an important function during the landing itself. As soon as 
the wheels of the aircraft touch the runway, the spoilers are automatically fully de-
ployed. This eliminates any available lift 
and transfers the weight of the aircraft 
onto the landing gear. The aircraft is li-
terally „pressed“ on the ground. The 
wheel brakes can only be used to slow 
the aircraft down to taxi speed once this 
has been done. The additional drag of 
the extended spoilers helps decelerating 
the aircraft. So besides wheel brakes and 
reverse thrust, ground spoilers are hel-
ping decelerate the aircraft on ground.

Extended ground spoilers.

spoilers
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4. AIrCrAFT SySTEMS

4.1. THE lAndIng gEAr
When it is on the ground, 

an aircraft maneuvers or „ta-
xies“ using its nosegear only. 
The wheels are not powered 
in any way; the forward th-
rust comes entirely from the 
engines. The landing gear 
is retracted as soon as the 
aircraft is airborne, as it cre-
ates a lot of „drag“ when it is 

deployed. The gear is deployed again as the aircraft comes in to land.
An indication in the cockpit will show the crew whether if the landing gear has 

correctly retracted or extended. 
All commercial jet aircraft typically have a nose gear and two main gears. Heavier 

aircraft like Boeing B747 or Airbus A340 also have a center gear.
At low speeds (e.g. during taxi) the aircraft can be steered by using a nose wheel 

steering wheel located on the outboard side of each pilot. The wheel is linked to 
the nosegear assembly, which can be pointed left or right to effect the movement 
required. So only the nose gear can be steered.

On ground at higher speed, e.g. during 
take-off roll, the aircraft is steered via the 
rudder pedals acting directly on the rudder.

All the wheels on the main landing gears 
are equipped with wheel brakes. The nose 
wheel doesn’t have any brakes. The brakes 
are activated using foot pedals in the cock-
pit. An anti-skid system is also provided to 
prevent the wheels locking up during bra-
king. Most modern commercial jet aircraft 
even have automatic braking systems so 
the pilots do not even need to step on the 
pedals for the brakes to be applied.

4.2. THE HydrAulIC SySTEM
Aircraft are massive machines and their various elements would be virtually im-

possible to activate by human strength alone: After all, how can a single person 
deploy a landing gear weighing several tones? A power source that provides strong 
forces while using little space and weight is the hydraulic system. The hydrau-
lic system can transmit and apply large forces needed to move large and heavy 
aircraft equipment like the landing gear, the various flaps and slats, spoilers, and 
to power the nosewheel steering and the main gear wheel brakes. 

The hydraulic system is an essential aircraft system and at least one hydrau-
lic system is needed to control the airplane when airborne. For safety reasons an 

Left nosewheel steering wheel.
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aircraft will usually have 
three (sometimes up to 
four) completely selfcon-
tained hydraulics sys-
tems to control all these 
activities. So even if one 
or two of the hydraulics 
systems fail, the crew 
would still be able to con-
trol the aircraft.

The hydraulics sys-
tem works as follows: a 
pump, powered by one 
of the aircraft’s engines, 
draws hydraulic fluid 
from a reservoir. The hy-
draulic pressure created 
by the pump is directed to the appropriate hydraulic actuator of the equipment 
to be moved. The pressure forces the cylinder pistons in the hydraulic actuator to 
move and thus deploy or retract the equipment concerned.

4.3. THE EngInES
There are two basic types of aircraft engine:
● the piston engine; 
● the jet engine.

Both types work on the same basic principle: Newton’s law that for every action 
there is an equal and opposite reaction. The firework rocket is a good illustration 
of this. The firework’s tube is filled with combustible material, which is ignited via 
the bluetouch paper. The gases caused by the combustion are forced down out of 
the tube at great velocity. This is the „action“ part of the equation. The „reaction“ is 
that the rocket shoots up into the sky.

A jet engine works on the same principle: the combustion gases are forced out of 
the back and the engine (plus the aircraft that it is attached to!) is propelled forward 
as a result. The forward motion forces more air into the engine to be combusted and 
so the process goes on.

A piston engine works slightly different. The force of the combusted gases pow-
ers a propeller which then accelerates a wider body of air backwards. But here, too, 
the action provokes a reaction, giving the engine its forward thrust.

4.3.1. THE pISTOn EngInE
Piston engines are basically the same as automobile engines. Instead of driving a 

crank shaft in a car, piston engines in aircraft drive a propeller. Up until the 1940s, 
the piston engine was the only kind of propulsion used on aircraft. Piston engines 
have become highly sophisticated, but also highly complex, over the years. But their 
performance is limited and diminishes at higher speeds and higher altitudes. So 

The hydraulics system principle.
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their use tends to be restricted to sports and training aircraft nowadays. Still, they 
are relatively cheap, so they are likely to be around for some time to come. In this 
booklet we will focus only on jet engines.

4.3.2. THE jET EngInE
The kind of thrust 

needed to propel the 
high speed aircraft of 
today can only be pro-
duced by a jet engine. 
These engines also 
have the major advan-
tage that the thrust 
they produce does not 
diminish as airspeed 
increases, in fact, it in-

creases instead. Jet engines are also lighter and mechanically simpler than piston 
engines.

Although there are several kinds of jet engines and jet engine manufacturers, the 
basic components and the basic principle of the jet propulsion is always the same 
and recognizable . 

4.3.3. COMpOnEnTS OF THE jET EngInE
The four always recognizable main components of a jet engine are:
● The compressor, the combustion chamber, the turbine and the exhaust.
● The compressor has two parts, the low pressure compressor and the high pressu-

re compressor. Likewise the turbine consists of a high pressure turbine and a low 
pressure turbine.

On all modern jet engines the first stage of the low pressure compressor has a much 
larger diameter of the rest of the low pressure compressor. This large compressor 
stage is called fan (this fan is the part visible when looking into the engine from the 
front) and therefore, jet engines that have such a fan are also called turbofan engines. 

4.3.4. prInCIplE OF A jET EngInE
The air is ingested by the engine and enters the low pressure compressor, where 

it is compressed. This compressed air then enters the high pressure compressor 
where it is even more compressed (typically with a ratio of 1:30, meaning 30m? of 
air is finally compressed to 1m3). This compressed air is forced into the ring shaped 
combustion chamber behind the compressor. In the combustion chamber the cons-
tantly sprayed kerosene fuel is ignited leading to a rapid expansion of the highly 
compressed air and thus accelerates towards the turbines and engine exhaust. This 
acceleration (action) provides, as Newton’s law states, a force in the opposite direc-
tion (reaction) propelling the aircraft forward. 

After the combustion chamber the accelerated air passes the high pressure turbi-
ne. Some energy out of the accelerated air is absorbed by the turbine. This energy 
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lets the turbine turn and since the turbine is directly connected to the high pressure 
compressor drives the high pressure compressor. After the high pressure turbine 
the accelerated air passes the low pressure turbine and again, this turbine absorbs 
some of the energy and drives via a direct connection the low pressure compressor. 

After the low pressure turbine the hot accelerated air stream passes the exhaust 
and goes in the atmosphere.

The operation of a jet engine is a circular process and as long as fuel is ignited the 
above described cycle is sustained. 

To start the engine some external input is needed. Compressed air coming either 
from the APU (auxiliary power unit, see next pages) or an external air starter unit 
is guided into the compressor stage where it starts to turn the engine. Once the 
engine reaches 20 to 35 % of its maximum revolutions kerosene fuel is ignited and 
the engine starts the self sustained circular process. The external compressed air is 
then no longer needed.

The engine depicted above is a so called twin spool turbofan engine (twin 
spool because there are two separate concentric shafts powering two separate 
compressors). The fan is at the front of the first stage or low pressure compres-
sor.

On a turbofan engine, the construction is such that the incoming airflow is 
split into a primary and a secondary airflow. The primary airflow enters the 
compressor and passes through the whole of the engine as described above. 
The secondary airflow does not enter the compressor stage and passes through 
the fan stage and around the core of the engine and the engine cowling. The 
main advantages of the turbofan engine are far more takeoff power or „thrust“, 
lower noise levels and lower fuel consumption in the cruise phase of flight.

Contrary to the piston engine, the performance of a jet engine does not dete-
riorate with increasing speed. In fact it improves because more air is forced into 
the engine. So jet engines are very well suited for high subsonic speeds. 

Jet engines are most fuel efficient at high altitudes that is why a jet aircraft 
will swiftly climb after takeoff and will tend to adopt quite a steep approach to 
its airport of arrival.

Thrust reverser of a Fokker 100. Thrust reverser of an Airbus 340.
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The largest jet engine available in the market today can provide the equivalent of 
112 000 PS (horse power) of thrust at sea level. This engine costs approximately 24 
million U.S. dollars.

4.3.5. rEvErSE THruST
Besides using the wheel brakes and the spoilers to decelerate the aircraft after 

landing, the pilots will also apply reverse thrust. The thrust reversers can be phy-
sical buckets or deflection vanes attached to the engine which can be deployed in 
such a way to deflect the thrust forward instead of backwards. As a result, and true 
to Newton’s law of action and reaction, the aircraft slows down. 

4.3.6. A SpECIAl TurBOFAn EngInE: THE TurBO-prOp EngInE

The turboprop engine works in a similar way to the jet engine. But in a turboprop 
engine almost all energy of the jet created by the compressor and the combustion 
chamber is used primarily to rotate the turbine which then turns a propeller via a 
gear box. The forward thrust comes largely from the air mass which the propeller 
moves. Turboprop engines are very economical, but most turboprop aircraft only 
have a maximum speed of around 650 to 700 kilometers an hour. That is why 
aircraft equipped with turboprop engines are used for rather short distance flights 
and lighter payloads, typically shuttle or commuter services.

4.3.7. THE AuxIlIAry pOwEr unIT (Apu)
Almost all commercial 

aircraft today are equipped 
with an auxiliary power unit 
or APU. The APU, which is 
usually located in the rear of 
the aircraft, consists of a small 
„jet engine“ that powers a ge-
nerator and supplies compres-
sed air. So the APU provides 
the plane with electrical power 
and pressurized air (aircon-

A typical turboprop engine. A typical turboprop airplane.
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ditioning) without keeping the engines running or requiring external sources on 
ground. Once the engines have been started, the APU is switched off.

Compressed air from the APU is also needed to start-up the engines. The APU 
itself is started by the aircraft batteries.

4.4. THE AIr SySTEM
We have already learned that 

the hydraulic system is one of the 
main energy sources in a com-
mercial jet aircraft. The second 
source of energy is the air system 
or pneumatic system or also the 
bleed system. Air is needed for 
airconditioning, cabin pressuriza-
tion, engine start as well as wing 
and engine anti-icing.

The air for the pneumatic/bleed system has two main sources (engines or APU/
external supply) depending if the aircraft engines are running or not.

If the aircraft engines are running, compressed hot air is diverted from the com-
pressor stage of the engines and is ducted to a bleed valve which distributes the 
compressed hot air to an airconditioning unit and to the anti-ice system. 

If the engines are not in use, the pneumatic/bleed system can be supplied by the 
APU or by a mobile external power unit that is brought out to the aircraft or a fixed 
external air supply provided by the airport. Likewise when the engines are running, 
the air coming from the APU or external supply can be used for airconditioning or 
engine start, but not for anti-icing.

4.4.1. THE AIrCOndITIOnIng SySTEM
Inflight air for the cockpit and cabin is normally supplied by the engine’s com-

pressors to the airconditioning system. Since the air is coming from the engine 
compressor this air is still much too hot to be used directly, so it must first be coo-
led by an airconditioning system. Since the air in higher altitudes is less moist than 
on ground and due to the fact that the hot air from the compressor must first be 
cooled before it can be used in the aircraft, the air coming from the airconditioning 
system (or also called airconditioning packs) is quite dry. The pilots can regulate the 
flow and the temperature of the air coming from the aircraft airconditioning system 
but unfortunately not the level of humidity in the cabin. 

At very low power settings, e.g. when the engines are at idle thrust, the required 
flow of compressed air towards the airconditioning packs can’t always be supplied 
or maintained. On airplanes like the A340 for example, this situation may trigger a 
„LOW AIR INFLOW“ warning in the lower deck crew bunk.

4.4.2. CABIn prESSurIzATIOn
Modern jet engine equipped commercial airplanes normally fly at cruising alti-

tudes between 9000 and 12 000 meters. At these cruising flight levels there is less 
aerodynamic drag and the jet engines still provide an efficient propulsion perfor-
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mance. All this contributes 
essentially to an economic 
flight operation in terms 
of fuel burn and optimum 
aircraft cruising speed.

Also decompression sick-
ness is prevented or made 
less serious because the body 
is not exposed to extremely 
low barometric pressure. At 
higher altitudes we will expe-
rience less weather turbulen-
ce than at low altitudes.

Unfortunately because of 
the reduced atmospheric 

pressure in this so called „physiological deficient zone“, oxygen deficiency beco-
mes an ever increasing problem and threat. The barometric pressure as well as 
the oxygen concentration drops dramatically while climbing to cruising altitude.

That is the reason why cabin pressurization is so essential while operating air-
planes in higher altitudes.

The main aim of the cabin pressurization system is to regulate the actual cabin alti-
tude in respect to the actual aircraft altitude. Basically the actual cabin altitude shall 
always be lower than the actual flight altitude. Needless to say, the bigger the discre-
pancy between the pressure outside and inside the cabin, the stronger the airframe will 
have to be. In order to keep the aircraft as lightweight as possible, cabin pressure is 
reduced when the aircraft is in flight. The „cabin altitude“ (the altitude that would cor-
respond to the artificial pressure 
in the cabin) is gradually raised du-
ring the climb and lowered during 
descent. The cabin altitude follows 
and is related to the actual airplane 
altitude. If the airplane climbs also 
the cabin altitude climbs, when the 
airplane descends then also the ca-
bin altitude descends.

These changes are far gentler 
than the aircraft’s actual climb 
and descent rate (see diagram be-
low), for the comfort of the pas-
sengers and crew. The maximum cabin altitude corresponds to around 2300 to 
2400 meters (7800 to 8000 ft) depending on aircraft type. At these altitudes the vast 
majority of the passengers can still breathe normally and do not require additional 
oxygen. The physiological problems in a pressurized aircraft are reduced and the 
effectiveness and comfort of the aircrew members and passengers is increased. 

The pressure differential (internal versus external) is measured in psi (pounds per 
square inch).
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4.4.3. prInCIplE OF CABIn prESSurIzATIOn
Cabin pressurization is accomplished by constantly ducting airconditioned air 

into the cabin and regulating the outflow of this air overboard. It is therefore a 
constant inflow and regulated outflow principle.

4.4.4. AnTI-ICIng SySTEMS
When flying through clouds, especially at temperatures around 0°C, ice forms 

on the leading edges of the wing and stabilizers, the engine intakes, the com-
pressor blades and other sections of the aircraft. In extreme cases the buildup 
of ice can make an aircraft unable to fly (e.g. risk of stall due to icing of the wing 
leading edge). To prevent this hazard, most aircraft are equipped with anti-icing 
equipment. In most cases hot air from the engine compressors is used to remove 
ice from the wings and engines. Other parts of the aircraft, e.g. the cockpit wind-
shield, have electric heating elements that prevent ice from forming.

So there are basically two ways to prevent ice buildup on an aircraft – hot air from 
the compressor or electrically supplied heating elements.

4.4.5. AIrCrAFT dE-ICIng prIOr TO FlIgHT
Prior departure the aerodynamically relevant parts of the aircraft (wings, horizon-

tal stabilizer, parts of the fuselage) must be free of any ice or snow. A layer of ice or 
snow could considerably reduce the amount of lift the wing would produce and the 
effectiveness of the horizontal stabilizer could be reduced. There have been cases 
where non-de-iced aircraft encountered a stall during lift off due to ice on the wing 
surface.

It is therefore a flight safety requirement to de-ice the aircraft when the risk of 
icing of airplane wings, control surfaces or snow accumulation exists. 

The aircraft is de-iced by spraying a hot, special chemical fluid onto the parts that 
have to be de-iced (e.g. wings, horizontal stabilizer) from specially equipped de-ic-
ing trucks. After de-icing the spray operator checks the airplane and makes sure 
that all ice and snow has been removed.

4.5. THE ElECTrICAl SySTEM
Here comes the third source – along with the hydraulic and the air system – of 

energy in a modern, commercial aircraft.
The electrical system on a modern commercial aircraft has two distinct electrical 

power supplies. It operates with a 115 volts AC (alternating current) and a 28 volts 
DC (direct current) network. The electrical system supplies power to operate flight 
instruments and warnings, radios and navigation systems. It also lights the cabin 
interior, inflight entertainment and provides the galleys for heating meals etc.

During flight, each of the engines powers a high-performance electrical generator 
which generates the required electrical power. When the aircraft is on the ground 
with its engines turned off, on-board electricity is generated by a ground power 
unit, external electrical power supply or the APU.

Should one of the generators fail, then normally some of the non-vital electrical 
users (e.g. inflight entertainment) have to be shut off in order to reduce the power 
load on the remaining generator(s). This is called electrical power shedding.
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The aircraft’s own battery is not strong enough to serve as a backup for the whole 
electrical network of the aircraft in the event of an electrical emergency. If a com-
plete electrical power failure occurs, the battery can only supply power for a short 
while (around 20 to 30 minutes) to vital safety systems, such as certain instruments, 
cockpit emergency lighting and key warning and communications systems.

Every electrical system is protected against overcurrent or short circuit. The 
most common way to do this is by using circuit breakers (so called CB’s, not to 
be confused with the CB clouds). Circuit breakers pop out when an overcurrent or 
short circuit is detected. In very rare cases pulling a CB can isolate an electrically 
supplied system when there are no power off switches. When dealing with circuit 
breakers it is absolutely important not to push back in a popped CB. A popped CB 
has had reason to pop out and before you don’t know exactly why the CB popped 
out then it should not be pushed in again. 

4.6. wArnIng SySTEMS
The complex aircraft technical systems are constantly monitored by numerous 

sensors. Should a measurement exceed the normal values then the cockpit crew is 
informed by visual and/or audio alerts. For example, let’s consider the engine fire 
warning for the engines. If the temperature in one of the engine nacelles raises too 
high, a continuous alarm bell and a red light is illuminated in the cockpit. Built-in 
fire extinguishers are then activated by the pilots to put out the fire.

4.7. FlIgHT guIdAnCE

4.7.1. THE InSTruMEnT lAndIng SySTEM IlS
The vast majority of the approaches of today’s commercial airplanes are 

flown by the pilots using a system called ILS (Instrument landing system). The 
ILS can be found at almost all airport of the world where commercial air trans-
port is offered. The ILS provides lateral and vertical guidance to the pilots in 
order to align and descend towards the landing runway even at low or almost 
no visibility.

The ILS consists of three elements. The first is the localizer signal. This radio 
signal gives the pilots precise information on the aircraft’s position in relation to 
the ideal approach axis in respect to the runway centerline. The antenna of the 
localizer transmitter is positioned at the far end of the runway.

The second element is the glide path signal. This radio signal gives the pilots 
precise information on the aircraft’s position in relation to the optimum glide-
path (which is usually a 3° descend path). The antenna of the glide path trans-
mitter is positioned at the beginning of the landing runway (runway threshold). 

The third element is the Outer Marker. The outer marker is located at a defined 
distance from the landing runway threshold. Since the altitude of the optimum 
glide path at the outer marker is known and published, the pilots can check if, 
passing the outer marker, their actual altitude is the same as the published one. 
In this way they can assure that they are following the correct glide path.

In earlier days the outer markers used to be indicated to the pilots by visual 
and acoustical signals when flying over it during the approach. Today almost all 
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outer markers of an ILS are defined by distance fixes of a DME (distance measur-
ing equipment) from the runway threshold.
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Example of an ILS approach sketch at Zurich airport runway 14.
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4.7.2. THE AuTOpIlOT
The main function of the autopilot is to maintain the desired aircraft attitude and 

direction automatically. By engaging the autopilot the pilots do not have to cons-
tantly manually steer the airplane with the control column and the rudder. E.g. the 
pilots can program and command the autopilot to hold a certain heading, follow a 
preprogrammed route or hold a constant altitude. The autopilot is a big relief for 
reducing the pilot’s workload thus increasing the overall awareness and attention. 
In this respect the autopilot contributes a lot to flight safety. On most commercial 
aircraft two independent autopilots are installed.

The autopilot plays an important role when it comes to low visibility approaches 
(approaches when visibility is very poor, typically less than 300 meters). In these 
weather conditions the accuracy of the approach navigation has to be very high.

Usually, the pilots land the aircraft manually. In poor visibility conditions, e.g. 
dense fog or mist, a so called „automatic landing“ or „autoland“ has to be perfor-
med, meaning that not the pilots are steering and landing the aircraft manually 
but the autopilot is programmed and coupled to follow and track the ILS approach 
signal (approach path and angle) and land the aircraft automatically. Provided the 
airport is equipped for low visibility approaches and the pilots certified and trained 
for it, such low visibility approaches can be performed today in visibilities as low 
as 75 meters.

4.7.3. THE ArTIFICIAl HOrIzOn
The artificial horizon is the instrument in the aircraft cockpit that shows the pilot 

the orientation of the aircraft relative to earth horizon. It indicates pitch („nose up 
and down“) and bank or roll (side to side tilt) and is the primary instrument for 
flight in weather conditions without visual reference to the natural horizon (e.g. in 
clouds or at night). If the symbolic aircraft dot is above the horizon line (blue back-
ground) the aircraft is nose up. If the symbolic aircraft dot is below the horizon line 
(brown background) the aircraft is nose down. The artificial horizon is one of the 
most important instruments in a commercial airplane. That is the reason why there 
are always three independently supplied artificial horizons installed in a modern 
commercial airliner.

Older type, analog, artificial horizon. Modern, digital artificial horizon.
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4.7.4. glOBAl pOSITIOnIng SySTEM (gpS)
The „Global Positioning System” (GPS) is a space-based satellite navigation system 

that provides location and time information in all weather conditions, anywhere on 
or near the Earth where there is an unobstructed line of sight to four or more GPS 
satellites. The system provides critical capabilities to military, civil and commercial 
users around the world. It is maintained by the United States government and is 
freely accessible to anyone with a GPS receiver.

A GPS receiver calculates its position by precisely timing the signals sent by GPS sa-
tellites high above the Earth. Each satellite continually transmits messages that include:
● The time the message was transmitted.
● The satellite position at time of message transmission.

The GPS receiver uses the messages it receives to determine the transit time of 
each message and computes the distance to each satellite using the speed of light. 
These distances and satellites’ locations are used to compute the location of the 
receiver using the navigation equations. In typical GPS operation, four or more satel-
lites must be visible to obtain an accurate result. GPS has become a widely deployed 
and useful tool for commerce, scientific uses, tracking, and surveillance.

Also in aircraft navigation, GPS – together with the INS (inertial navigation system, 
see below) – plays a very important role for exact aircraft position determination.

4.7.5. THE InErTIAl nAvIgATIOn SySTEM (InS)
An inertial navigation system (INS) is a navigation aid that uses a self-contained 

computer, motion sensors (accelerometers) and rotation sensors (gyroscopes) to 

Blue = up

brown = up

pitch of the aircraft
(where the aircraft-
nose is pointing to)

aircraft course (heading)

aircraft altitude 
scale

flight director pitch
and roll bars

aircraft speed scale

An Airbus Primary Flight Display (PFD).
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continuously calculate the exact aircraft position, orientation, and velocity (directi-
on and speed of movement) of a moving object without the need for external refe-
rences (such as radio signals, satellites, earth magnetic field). Besides on aircraft it 
is also used on vehicles such as ships, submarines, guided missiles, and spacecraft. 
Other terms used to refer to inertial navigation systems or closely related devices 
include the term inertial reference system (IRS).

The principle of the INS is based on the measurement of inertia of light in a la-
ser gyro. The travel time of a pulsating laser beam, reflected in a system of extre-
mely precise mirrors, is measured continuously. Acceleration or deceleration of the 
aircraft in any direction causes a slight change in the travel time of the laser beam. 
The differences in travel time are processed by a computer system. The result is dis-
played as the aircraft’s position in latitude and longitude, its present track, ground 
speed, wind speed and direction.

Combined with the GPS system position update, the GPS-INS system is today’s 
state of the art navigation and position reference system in any commercial airliner.

4.7.6. THE FlIgHT MAnAgEMEnT SySTEM (FMS)
A flight management system (FMS) is 

a fundamental component of a modern 
airliner’s avionics. An FMS is a speciali-
zed computer system that automates a 
wide variety of in-flight tasks, reducing 
the workload on the flight crew to the 
point that modern aircraft no longer 
carry flight engineers or navigators. 

A primary function is in-flight manage-
ment of the flight plan. Using various 
sensors (such as GPS) to determine the 
exact aircraft’s position, the FMS when 
coupled to the autopilot can guide the 
aircraft along the flight plan. From the 
cockpit, the FMS is normally controlled 
through a Control Display Unit (CDU) 
which incorporates a small screen and 
keyboard or touchscreen. 

All FMS contain a navigation databa-
se. The navigation database contains the 
elements from which the flight plan is 
constructed. The navigation database is 
normally updated every 28 days, in or-
der to ensure that its contents are cur-
rent. The flight plan is generally deter-
mined and inserted by the pilots in the 
FMS on the ground before.

During preflight preparations other information relevant to managing the flight 
plan is entered. This can include performance information such as gross weight, 

A typical FMS of a modern airplane.
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fuel weight and center of gravity. It will include altitudes including the initial cruise 
altitude. For aircraft that do not have a GPS, the initial position is also required. 
Once in flight, a principal task of the FMS is to determine the aircraft’s position 
and the accuracy of that position. FMS use many sensors, generally GPS in order 
to determine and validate their exact position. The FMS constantly crosschecks the 
various sensors and determines a single aircraft position and accuracy. Given the 
flight plan and the aircraft’s position, the FMS calculates the course to follow. The 
pilot can follow this course, or the autopilot can be set to follow the course.

Performance optimization allows the FMS to determine the best or most economi-
cal speed to fly in cruise flight.

4.7.7. wEATHEr rAdAr
Weather radar is a further radio 

device. A rotating radar antenna sto-
red behind the radom („nose of the 
aircraft“) scans the horizon for tar-
gets. The scanning level of the radar 
beam can be tilted up or down. The 
main target is the detection of for-
mations of cumulus cloud, especi-
ally formations which have already 
reached storm cloud proportions. 
No pilot would ever voluntarily fly 
an aircraft into cumulus or cumu-
lonimbus cloud, the latter the more 
hazardous of the two, where extreme 
turbulence and hail could damage 
the aircraft.

The pulsating radar beam will hit 
the huge accumulations of water dro-
plets in these clouds and rebound back to 
the aircraft. Here they will be picked up and 
appear as an „echo“: mostly red or magenta 
patches on the radarscope in the cockpit.

Dangerous storm clouds like these can, of 
course, be seen by the naked eye. The prob-
lem is detecting them at night, or if they are 
hidden in a bank of clouds the aircraft has 
already entered. The radarscope also has the 
advantage that it displays the active core of 
such cumulus cloud. So the pilot can see what 
awaits him beyond the cloud he is current-
ly flying through, and can find the calmest 
route through a patch of unsettled weather. 
Weather radar is effective up to a range of 
370 kilometers.

Cumulonimbus cloud (CBs) shall be avoided 
by aircrafts.

Picture of CB cloud on pilots radar.
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4.7.8. wHy ArE THundErSTOrMS A dAngEr FOr AvIATIOn?
CB (cumulonimbus clouds) build ups very often create one or more thunder-

storms. Thunderstorms pose a danger for aviation because they are responsible 
for the development and formation of many severe weather phenomena such as 
windshears, downbursts, hail, heavy precipitations and strong, gusty winds. At hig-
her altitudes „CB’s“ are causing extremely heavy turbulence as well as hail damage 
to the aircraft.

4.7.9. jETSTrEAM
Jetstreams are fast flowing, narrow air currents found in the atmosphere of 

the earth.
The major jetstreams on earth are westerly winds (flowing west to east). Jetstreams 

are caused by a combination of the earth’s rotation on its axis and atmospheric 
heating (such a solar radiation). Jetstreams form near boundaries of adjacent air 
masses with significant differences in temperature and humidity, such as the polar 
region and the warmer air towards the equator.

The main commercial relevance of the jetstreams is in air travel, as flight time 
can be dramatically affected by either flying with the flow or against the flow of a 
jetstream. 

A typical Jetstream is the Polarfront Jeatstream over the North Atlantic. This 
Jetstream flows always from west to east. This is the main reason why flights from 
Europe to North America are time wise always longer than the return flight from 
the same citypair.

4.7.10. ClEAr AIr TurBulEnCE (CAT) 
Clear air turbulence refers to the sudden occurrence of turbulence without any 

visible cloud activity. It is commonly referred to as an „air hole“. The cause is a ra-
pid change in the speed and direction of air movement. CAT occurs when masses 
of air with different physical characteristics (temperature, air density, air pressure, 
speed and direction) collide. At the boundaries of these air masses the rapid change 
of temperature, air density, speed and direction causes turbulence. 

Typically CAT is most likely encountered between 7000 and 12 000 meters in the 
vicinity of the jetstreams.

Airplanes damaged by hail.
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5. COMMunICATIOn

Air traffic control units are most of the time in radio contact with the pilots issuing 
instructions and clearances. In most areas of the world this is accomplished by using 
VHF (Very High Frequency) frequency radios (very similar to FM radio frequencies). In 
remote areas of the world (e.g. over oceans, deserts) another radio frequency band has 
to be used, the so called HF (high frequency) band. The HF frequency band has a much 
larger range of reception than the VHF frequencies on the other hand the transmission 
quality is often not so good.

That is why in the last years in more and more remote areas of the world (e.g. north 
Atlantic routes, parts of Africa) a standardized messaging service (similar to the SMS 
of the handy) via satellite communication has been established between the air traffic 
centers and the aircraft operating in these remotes airspaces. This way of communi-
cating between air traffic control units and the airplanes has proven to be robust and 
dependable allowing also an air traffic capacity and flight safety improvement. This way 
of communicating between the airplanes and the air traffic units is called CPDLC (cont-
roller pilot data link) and is part of the FANS (future air navigation system) development.

5.1. ACArS
Communication does not only take place between the pilots and the air traffic 

control units but also between the pilots and the own airline company. For various 
reasons e.g. passenger connection information, technical trouble shooting, gathe-
ring weather reports etc. the airplane must be able to communicate with a ground 
station in order to retrieve all this information. For many years now the ACARS 
(aircraft communications addressing and reporting system) has been the tool for 
this job. The pilots use an interface in the cockpit called MCDU to write their mes-
sages or requests which are sent to a ground station of the airline. From there the 
requests are sorted and send to the corresponding addressee. Received messages 
from the airline can either printed out in the cockpit or just read on the MCDU 
without being printed. In today’s busy airline world, ACARS has become an almost 
indispensable mean of communication.

5.2. dIgITAl FlIgHT dATA rECOrdEr
Every commercial airplane is equipped 

with a digital flight data recorder (DFDR) 
or more commonly called black box or 
crash recorder. This box, where the re-
corder is located, is actually not black 
but the box itself is painted with an 
orange color in order to be spotted more 
rapidly in case of an airplane crash. 

The main purpose of the DFDR is to 
permanently record aircraft perfor-

mance data (like actual speed, altitude, pitch attitude, thrust setting, geographical 
position), messages between the aircraft systems, any warnings or exceedances and 
everything that is spoken on the flight deck irrespectively if it is transmitted via 
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radio or just chatting in the flight deck. All in all about 2000 single parameters are 
recorded permanently in a loop of typically 24 hours and stored in the flight recor-
der in order to facilitate the investigation if aviation incidents or accidents occur. 
After 24 hours of permanent recording the parameters are overwritten by new data.

Flight recorders are required to be capable of surviving the conditions likely to be 
encountered in a severe aircraft accident. For this reason, they are typically speci-
fied to withstand an impact of 3400 g (1 g = the acceleration felt on earth in steady 
motion) and temperatures of over 1000°C. If the flight recorder senses a crash it 
automatically emits an emergency signal on specified frequencies for about 30 days 
in order to be found more quickly by the investigation teams.

5.3. ElECTrOnIC dEvICES On BOArd, wlAn On BOArd
Smart phones, handheld computers or tablets are very common in our society. Re-

cent developments in legislation allow now the use in flight mode of these gadgets 
during take-off and landing.

But why were these gadgets considered a threat to flight safety?
Common to all the above mentioned gadgets is that they communicate perma-

nently to GSM-networks, WLAN access points and peripheral equipment via Blue-
tooth (e.g. Bluetooth mouse, Bluetooth earphones). This communication is done via 
electromagnetic waves which can interfere with the on board systems (e.g. aircraft 
instruments, communication, electrical equipment). Although very remote an inter-
ference with the on board systems can’t be excluded with certainty.

In flight mode the communication of the smart phones, handheld computers 
or tablets do not communicate anymore. During the most critical phases of flight 
(take-off and landing) in the interest of flight safety any potential interference with 
the aircraft systems shall be avoided.

Some airlines already have or are considering offering WLAN and internet access 
to their passengers. For the same reason as explained above, the WLAN network 
is not activated during take-off and landing. Where the aircraft are equipped with 
WLAN on board, special care is taken to install the WLAN network with the lowest 
possible power and the sender antennas are placed in the most uncritical locations 
concerning electronic interference.

5.4. AIrCrAFT wEIgHT (MASS) And rAngE
Several terms are commonly used in connection with aircraft weight.
The aircraft gross weight is limited by several weight restrictions in order to avoid 

overloading the structure of the airplane or to avoid unacceptable performance or 
handling qualities during ground or flight operation.

● DOW (dry operating weight): Weight of aircraft when empty
● ZFW (zero fuel weight): DOW plus payload (passengers, cargo, mail etc.)
● TOW (take-off weight): ZFW plus fuel required for the trip
● LW (landing weight): TOW minus trip fuel burned during the trip

Aircraft weight limits are established during aircraft design and certification and are 
laid down in the aircraft type certificate and manufacturer specification documents.
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The absolute maximum weight 
capabilities for a given aircraft are 
referred to as the structural weight 
limits.

The structural weight limits are 
based on aircraft maximum structu-
ral capability and define the envelo-
pe for the center of gravity.

The structural weight limits are:
● Maximum ZFW: limiting weight of 

DOW plus the maximum allowed 
payload;

● Maximum Taxi weight: maximum 
weight the airplane is allowed to have for taxi (e.g. taxi to the departure runway);

● Maximum T/O weight: maximum weight the airplane is allowed to have for ta-
ke-off;

● Maximum Landing weight: maximum weight the airplane is allowed to have for 
landing.

The maximum permitted take-off weight for a departure on a certain runway can 
be lower of the structural maximum take-off weight. The maximum permitted ta-
ke-off weight is influenced by atmospheric conditions (elevation of the aerodrome, 
atmospheric pressure, wind direction and speed, temperature, if the runway is wet 
or contaminated with snow etc.) and by the length of the runway that is going to be 
used for departure. If the runway is „short“ and the atmospheric conditions unfa-
vorable, then the max permitted take-off weight can be considerably lower than on 
a „longer“ runway with favorable atmospheric conditions.

The airframe and landing gear are subjected to more stress when an aircraft lands. 
This is why the maximum permissible landing weight is much lower than the maxi-
mum take-off weight, especially for larger long-haul aircraft. A fully-loaded MD-11, 
for instance, must burn off or release some 60 tons of kerosene before it reaches 

a weight at which it can safely 
land. This is why long-haul 
aircraft are provided with spe-
cial „fuel-dumping“ equipment 
so that, if the pilot is forced to 
abandon a flight shortly after 
take-off, they can quickly jet-
tison fuel to get down to their 
maximum landing weight.

Due to the high speed and the 
effect of the altitude, the fuel 
that is dumped overboard, will 
not „rain down to earth“ but 
will dissipate as a fine mist and 
will remain in the atmosphere.An aircraft dumping fuel.

Required 
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The range of an aircraft – the distance it can fly without an intermediate landing 
– depends on the amount of fuel and payload it is carrying. Since the maximum 
take-off weight and the maximum zero fuel weight are limited (see above) it will 
always be a balance between the two. Simply said: if you carry a lot of fuel you can 
fly long routes but you can only take little payload. If you carry a lot of payload you 
won’t be able to load a lot of fuel so you won’t fly longer routes. 

Ideally for an airline, the expected payload is carefully matched with the routes 
to be flown and compared to the aircraft performance data prior buying an aircraft.

5.5. pIlOTS FuEl CAlCulATIOn
Prior to a flight, the pilots will calculate the amount of fuel required for taxi out, 

departure, cruise and arrival, taking into consideration the planned payload and 
meteorological factors such as the weather at destination, current wind direction 
and speed at the cruising altitude or technical as well as operational restrictions 
like planned runway closures or work in progress at the departure or arrival airport. 

Additional fuel must be calculated so that the aircraft is capable, if required, to 
divert from the intended airport of arrival to an alternate airport. An aircraft may 
be required to fly on to an alternate airport if conditions for a successful landing at 
the airport to which it was originally intended to fly aren’t given anymore. Such con-
ditions can be airport closure due to an emergency of another airplane, a blocked 
runway by another airplane, power failure at the airport, etc. However the most 
common reason for such a diversion is adverse weather conditions at the planned 
destination such as heavy thunderstorms, heavy snowfall, strong winds exceeding 
the aircraft limits, hail etc. .

Additionally mandatory fuel reserves corresponding to 30 minutes flight time 
must carried along on every flight. This mandatory fuel reserve is called „final re-
serve“ fuel and shall not be used unless in emergency.

Additional fuel to care for unexpected deviations from planned conditions can be 
ordered by the flight crew if deemed necessary. 

5.6. SOME unITS OF MEASurEMEnT uSEd In AvIATIOn
In aviation terms, distances are often indicated in nautical miles (NM) instead of 

kilometers (km). A nautical mile corresponds to 1.852 km. Speeds are commonly 
expressed in knots (kts), which is nautical mile per hour. So 100 knots are approxi-
mately 185 km per hour. Altitudes are given in feet (ft). Since one foot corresponds 
to 30.40 centimeters (cm) aviation altitudes are big numbers. For example 35 000 
feet are a common cruising altitude which corresponds to approximately 10.7 km.
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6. AIrSpACE STruCTurE And AIr TrAFFIC SErvICES

The technical development, the globalization and the population growth have all 
contributed to steady increase in air traffic density. Today the airspace users are 
multiple, from general aviation to military to commercial air transport and all need 
to use the same available air space. The complexity in managing the different and 
sometimes conflicting requests of the air traffic users has become more and more 
difficult. This is why the ICAO (International civil aviation organization, a sub-orga-
nization of the UN with headquarters in Montreal) has developed and is issuing ope-
rational and technical procedures mandatory for air traffic all over the world. The 
ICAO is active in all areas of air travel and establishes regulations for air traffic, me-
teorology, the operation and registration of aircraft, air navigation services, flight 
information services, aeronautical information services, search and rescue services, 
exhaust and noise emissions and competency certification of aviation personnel.

In Switzerland, civil air traffic is under the control of the Federal Office of Civil 
Aviation (FOCA), an organ of the Federal Department of Environment, Transport, 
Energy and Communications (DETEC).

The FOCA has given the mandate for organizing and implementing air traffic ser-
vices to civil and military air space users in Switzerland to the semi-governmental 
company called Skyguide.

The mandate of Skyguide includes: 
● Prevention of collisions in the air and in the vicinity of airports;
● ensuring a safe, smooth and efficient flow of air traffic
● issuing of information required for the safety, regulation and management of air 

traffic 
● gathers all the information required for the execution of a flight, processes it for 

the benefit of the flight crews and passes it on to the flight crews before the flight 
● Inform and support search and rescue services when an airplane needs assistance

Skyguide works in close cooperation with the European authorities responsible for 
managing air traffic flows and is a member of the most important international air 
traffic control bodies. A highly developed infrastructure of radar, navigation, radio 
and data processing installations is essential for the efficient performance of its tasks.

6.1. glOBAl AIrSpACE HAS BEEn dIvIdEd In FIrS 
The airspace of the whole world has been precisely divided in Flight Informati-

on Regions (FIR). Typically the FIR airspace starts from the ground up to 14 000 
meters (or 46 000 feet) above sea level. A Flight Information Region (FIR) is the 
airspace area in which an air navigation service provider will provide information 
and search-and-rescue services for those flights of which it is aware. Often - but not 
always - this region corresponds to the national border of a nation. The FIR borders 
depict the area of responsibility of the controlling air traffic unit. Skyguide controls 
the FIR Switzerland. This region does not totally correspond to the national borders 
of Switzerland. The FIR Switzerland includes parts of southern Germany and Lich-
tenstein but excludes parts of the southern part of Switzerland (Ticino). The FIR 
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boundaries are used by Eurocontrol (the European Organisation for the Safety of 
Air Navigation, is an intergovernmental organization made up of 39 Member States 
and the European Community). to calculate the air traffic service fees that the air 
space users have to pay. Skyguide will collect these fees according to the mandate 
of the Swiss Federation.

6.2. COnTrOllEd And unCOnTrOllEd AIrSpACE 
The airspace in a FIR is divided in 7 airspace classes with distinct rights and ob-

ligations for the airspace users. One main characteristic of the airspace classes is 
that some belong to the so called controlled airspace and others to the uncontrolled 
airspace. In the controlled airspace only aircraft having received a specific entry 
clearance from the responsible air traffic control unit are allowed to enter and use 
that airspace. Almost all commercial air transport is done in the controlled airspa-
ce. Also all the air space around the larger airports is controlled air space. Air space 
users such as leisure, tourist, glider and balloon flights, and part of the military air 
traffic usually fly in the uncontrolled air space.

The uncontrolled airspace can be used without a specific air traffic control unit 
clearance although certain navigation rules must be followed and prescribed equip-
ment must be installed.

6.3. vFr And IFr
When flying under VFR (visual flight rules), precisely defined minimum distances 

for visibility and proximity to clouds must be maintained. VFR pilots orient them-
selves mainly by prominent landmarks, with the natural horizon as their reference 
point. In this category, the „see and avoid” principle is applied. Each VFR pilot is 
solely responsible for avoiding collisions with other air traffic users (airplanes, gli-
ders, balloons, para gliders, etc.). However, air traffic control does assist VFR pilots 
in their task with precise traffic information if requested by the pilots.

In contrast to VFR movements, IFR (instrument flight rules) flights can operate 
in all weather conditions (e.g. in clouds, without visual reference to the natural 
horizon). As a consequence, there are normally no regulations laid down in relation 
to the visibility required to ma-
neuver. Aircraft flying under IFR 
are equipped with instruments 
and navigation devices which, in 
conjunction with ground instal-
lations and satellite navigation 
aids, allow non-visual orientati-
on. For these flights, air traffic 
control is responsible for pre-
venting collisions.

6.4. AIrwAyS
In aviation, an airway is a de-

signated route in the air. They 
extend all across the continents Extract of an airway layout-
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link the major airports giving protection to IFR flights during the climb and descent 
phases cruise phases of flight.

In Europe, airways are corridors 10 nautical miles (19 km) wide of controlled 
airspace with a defined lower and upper limitation. Like European roads, each air-
way has a designator containing one letter and one to three numbers.

6.5. SAFETy SEpArATIOnS
A passenger jet flies at a cruising 

speed of 800 to 900 kilometers an 
hour. To avoid collisions with other air 
space users it needs an internationally 
defined area of clear airspace around 
it. Horizontally, this is at least 9 kilo-
meters (or 5 nautical miles) ahead and 
behind and 9 kilometers (or 5 nautical 
miles) to either side. Vertically, it is at 

least 300 meters (or 1000 feet). This clear air space may not be penetrated by ano-
ther aircraft under any circumstances. Air traffic control units must assure that 
these distances are never infringed, even in the heaviest traffic and worst weather 
conditions.

6.6. OrgAnIzATIOn OF AIr TrAFFIC COnTrOlS 
To allow a smooth flow of traffic through the airspace it controls the organization 

of an air traffic service provider (or air traffic control – ATC) is divided into various 
service areas defined by the different demands on controlling the individual phases 
of a flight. 

 6.7. TOwEr COnTrOl
Supervises taxiing, take-offs and landings, gives take-off and landing clearances 

and controls the air traffic in the immediate vicinity (about 5-8 km around the air-
port) of the airport.

6.8. ApprOACH COnTrOl And dEpArTurE COnTrOl
Approach control, controls the airspace that normally stretches to a distance of 

around 50 to 60 kilometers around the airport. Approach control directs the ar-
riving traffic towards the final part of the approach and lines the aircraft up in 
order to intercept the ILS (Instrument Landing System) signal for landing. Once the 
aircraft is established on the ILS the approach control hands the aircraft over to the 
Tower controller for the landing clearance.

Departure controls receives the just departed aircraft from the Tower control and 
leads the climbing aircraft away from the airport towards an intercept point of the 
airway system.

6.9. TErMInAl COnTrOl, ArEA COnTrOl CEnTEr (ACC)
„Terminal control“ or also „area control center“ (ACC) ensures the safe and smoo-

th flow of traffic within the airways. Depending on the density of traffic, the wide 

9 km / 5 nm

300 m / 1000 ft

9 km / 5 nm
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horizontal and vertical spread of the area under its control may require its division 
into different working sectors. This division may be geographic or by altitude area.

6.10. AprOn COnTrOl
The airport apron is the area of an airport where aircraft are parked, unloaded or 

loaded, refueled, or boarded. The use of the apron is controlled by the apron man-
agement service (apron control or apron advisory) to provide coordination between 
the users. Usually apron control is not a service of an air traffic service provider. 
Apron control service is a service provided by the airport owner or the company 
that controls and runs the airport. For example, the apron control service at the 
airport of Zurich is not provided by Skyguide but by the Flughafen Zürich AG.

6.11. FlIgHT plAnnIng / AIr TrAFFIC COnTrOl (ATC) FlIgHT plAn
The basis for controlling IFR flights is the flight plan, which the pilot must submit 

before departure and which contains all the data relating to the planned flight, like 
point of departure and destination, estimated flight time, estimated cruising speed, 
planned route and flight altitude, as well as emergency equipment on board. 

The flight plan data allows air traffic controllers to plan traffic movements in 
advance and optimum and intensive collaboration between all the control centers 
involved in the flight. Thus, every flight, after it leaves the care of the control tower 
and approach control, is passed from one area control center to the next until it is 
taken over by approach control and the control tower at its destination airport.

6.12. ATC „vOICE”
In all air traffic control centers, the air traffic controllers are in constant radio contact 

with the pilots. Only the languages recognized by the ICAO may be used. The most com-
monly used in Europe is the aviation English known as „voice”. This is a precisely defined, 
greatly simplified form of English using internationally valid, clearly understandable traf-
fic terminology. In some countries (e.g. Spain, France, local language is often used as well).

6.13. FlOw MAnAgEMEnT, SlOT MAnAgEMEnT
Irregularities or delays occur time and time again in air traffic operations. Even 

if these are of a local nature, they can have repercussions throughout Europe’s air-
space. To keep air traffic moving as smoothly and efficiently as possible, every air 
navigation service provider will strive to maintain an optimum balance between 
its capacity and the volumes of flights it handles. Eurocontrol’s Network Manager 
Operation Centre (NMOC) in Brussels coordinates traffic flows for all European 
airspace combined. If the NMOC predicts traffic flow restrictions or if the traffic 
request gets above the available capacity, the NMOC will issue a so called SLOT 
(assigned departure time). These slots are defined as 15 minute time windows – a 
slot – of an assigned departure time for a particular flight. The pilots and the local 
air traffic provider (ATC unit) have to comply with the restriction.

There are three different types of slots:
● Departure slot: issued by the NMOC when there are traffic flow restrictions at the 

departure airport (e.g. bad weather, strikes, controller shortage etc.)
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● Enroute slot: issued by the NMOC when there are traffic flow restrictions over a 
certain navigation fix or when the manageable capacity of a portion of the air-
space is achieved.

● Arrival slot: issued by the NMOC when there are traffic flow restrictions at the 
destination airport (e.g. bad weather, strikes, controller shortage etc.)

6.14. AIr TrAFFIC COnTrOl TECHnOlOgy
Every air navigation service provider maintains a technical service that installs, 

operates, monitors and services the necessary technical systems. These include ra-
dar and navigation installations, instrument landing systems, telecommunication 
networks, radio and data processing equipment.

6.15. prIMAry And SECOndAry rAdAr
At current traffic densities and the 

speed of commercial aircraft, the smooth 
flow of air traffic would be impossible wi-
thout radar. A basic distinction is drawn 
between primary and secondary radar. 

Primary radar works on the princip-
le that the impulses transmitted by the 
radar antenna, as it revolves around its 
own axis, is reflected by the aircraft and 
received by the antenna. The distance 
from antenna to aircraft is calculated on 
the basis of the time that the impulse 

took to travel to the reflecting object and back again. The direction of the radar tar-
get is determined by the position of the antenna at the time. After processing, radar 
echoes – also called „blips“ – are displayed on the air traffic controller’s screen. In 
order to determine the precise geographic position of the aircraft, further informa-
tion, such as a geographical chart, is also overlaid. For the air traffic control units, 
the radar system plays an indispensable role for managing the whole traffic flow. 
Radar failures often have huge air traffic delays as a consequence.

The secondary radar provides additional information that the primary system 
cannot provide. If the pilot of an 
aircraft enters the code assigned to 
him by the air traffic control unit 
in what is known as a transponder, 
this transponder sends the appro-
priate code back to the radar sys-
tem whenever requested. The code 
is used to display flight number, 
altitude and speed on the air traf-
fic controller’s radar screen giving 
the primary radar „blip“ a distinct 
correlation with data of the specific 
aircraft.

primary radar

secondary radar
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7. AvIATIOn And ECOlOgy

Today flying has become a normal way of life. If one was enjoying a weekend in 
the mountain some years ago, today the same person flies to London to see a musi-
cal or to New York for shopping. Flying has been made financially available to many 
parts of modern society and the request for mobility is increasing worldwide. It is 
estimated that about two billion people are flying worldwide every year.

It is clear that the higher demand for air transport is also leading to higher CO2
 

emissions which are stated as the main responsible aerosol for global warming.
The combustion of kerosene (aviation fuel), which is a petroleum product, is pro-

ducing various gases. Burning a ton of kerosene in an aircraft engine requires 3.4 
tons of oxygen from the atmosphere and following gases are exhausted:
● 3.15 tons of CO

2
 carbon dioxide

● 1.24 tons of water (H
2
O)

● 20 kg of NOx (nitrogen oxide)
● 2 kg of sulphur dioxide

Basically it can be said, that every ton of kerosene burned, contributes to the glo-
bal CO

2
 emissions with 3.15 tons of carbon dioxide (CO

2
).

Although the fuel efficiency of the jet engines has been improved by 25 to 30 % 
during the last ten years, and although the fuel per passenger and distance relati-
onship is still excellent for air transport, the question arises if it makes sense and if 
it is ecologically sensible to offer flights for very low costs and therefore generate a 
demand that would not be there if the prices were higher.

7.1. SOME FACTS And FIgurES
On average each individual in the industrialized nations produces about 10 tons 

of CO
2
 per person per year.

Worldwide air transport produces about 3 % of all CO
2
 emissions. European air 

traffic only contributes with about 0.5 % to global CO
2
 emissions.

Example: An Airbus A330-300 from Zurich to New York (6300km) and back, each 
way loaded with 220 passengers, totally burns about 85 tons of kerosene fuel. This 
will result in a total CO

2
 emission of 265 tons, or about 1.2 tons of CO

2
 per passen-

ger.
The above calculation is used to compare the aircraft with the fuel efficiency of a 

car. The fuel burn per km in the above case is about 4 liters of fuel per 100 kilome-
ters per passenger for the airplane. A midsize car burns about 7 to 10 liters of fuel 
per 100 kilometers.

7.2. FuEl SAvIng MEASurES TAkEn By THE AIrlInES
The entire aviation sector is committed to maintaining business operations that 

are sustainable in environmental terms. There is a common goal between the air-
lines and the environmental protection movement because today the fuel costs 
make out about 25 to 30 % of the total costs of every airline. Therefore every airline 
is keen in economizing every kilo of fuel they can save. The main efforts here are 
mainly based on four key pillars:
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● Technological advances: e.g. replacing older aircraft with new generation, more 
fuel efficient airplanes, modifying engines with fuel efficient technology insets, 
implementing lighter materials, weight savings on airplane etc.;

● Operating measures: e.g. single engine taxi, improved and optimized flight plan-
ning tools for fuel efficient flight routes, reducing cruise speeds whenever possib-
le etc.;

● Infrastructural efficiencies: SESAR (single European sky) activities enabling free 
air traffic flow in Europe, installing fuel efficient approach procedures („green 
approach“), optimizing airway architecture for more fuel efficient routes (shorter 
and more direct);

● Economic tools: offer passenger ways of compensating parts of their CO
2
 emissi-

ons from air travel with CO
2
 certificates, increase ticket prices due to higher fuel 

prices.

To illustrate the impact of weight on the fuel burn let us read about an example 
of 2007 at the airline SWISS:

„If one had permanently saved 1 kg of weight during one year on every A320 
aircraft of the airline SWISS (in 2007), the airline had saved about 1’200 CHF in fuel 
costs per year. If one had saved 100 kg of weight on every A320 e.g. by removing a 
part of unused equipment (e.g. 2 trolleys) then the company would had saved about 
120 000 CHF in fuel costs just by removing weight from the aircraft.“

7.3. ArE THErE AlTErnATIvES TO kErOSEnE FOr AvIATIOn FuElS?
Yes, but …

… technically speaking the only valuable alternatives to kerosene, which is a product 
from the petroleum industry, are so called bio-fuels. Bio-fuels are aviation fuels deri-
ved from biomass such as maize, yatropha plant, sugar cane, algae and many more. 
Unfortunately the advantage of using CO

2
 neutral biomass is offset by the impact of 

large scale biomass plantations for fuel production. Also the debate of „food vs. fuel”, 
sustainable biofuel production, deforestation and soil erosion, loss of biodiversity, 
and impact on water resources, as well as energy balance and efficiency are issues to 
be solved before bio-fuel can widely replace petroleum based kerosene production.

7.4. EurOpEAn ETS
The European Union CO

2
 Emissions Trading System (EU ETS), also known as the 

European Union Emissions Trading Scheme, was the first large emissions trading 
scheme in the world. It was launched in 2005 to combat climate change and is a ma-
jor pillar of EU climate policy. Under the EU ETS, the governments of the EU Mem-
ber States (including non-member states like Switzerland) agree on national CO

2
 

emission caps which have to be approved by the EU commission. Those countries 
then allocate allowances to their industrial operators such as airlines, and track 
and validate the actual emissions in accordance with the relevant assigned amount. 
CO

2
 emissions exceeding the national cap, have to be compensated by the operator 

exceeding the cap.
In other words: under the EU ETS, airlines operating in the European airspace will 

have to compensate their CO
2
 emissions exceeding a certain level by buying CO

2
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certificates in the free market. This will lead to considerable additional costs for the 
airlines operating in the European airspace. It is obvious that airlines having their 
homebase in Europe will be considerably more affected than airlines having their 
homebase elsewhere (in the USA, Asia or in the Middle east). That is why there are 
still some legal issues to be solved and a lot of opposition by European airlines to 
be overcomed before the EU ETS will be fully operative.
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8. AvIATIOn lAw

Aviation laws regulate many aspects of commercial aircraft operation such as 
transportation rights, aircraft certification, aircraft operation, flight personnel cer-
tification, qualification and training, aircraft maintenance etc.

The relevant aviation laws for flight attendants in Switzerland are:
● In german:
 „Verordnung des UVEK über die Betriebsregeln im gewerbsmässigen Luftverkehr“ 

– (VBR 1) SR 748.127.1 
 and 
 „Verordnung des UVEK über die Flug- und Dienstzeiten im gewerbsmässigen Luft-

verkehr mit Flugzeugen“ – SR 748.127.8

● In french: 
 „Ordonnance du DETEC du 23 novembre 1973 sur les règles d’exploitation dans 

le trafic aérien commercial“ – (ORE I) SR 748.127.1  
 and 
 „Ordonnance du DETEC du 26 septembre 2008 relative aux temps de vol et de 

service et l’amènagement du temps de travail dans le trafic aérien commercial 
assuré par avion“ – SR 748.127.8

● In italian :
 „Ordinanza del DATEC del 23 novembre 1973 concernente le norme d’esercizio 

per il traffico aereo commerciale“ – (ONE I) SR 748.127.1 
 and
 „Ordinanza del DATEC del 26 settembre 2008 relativa ai periodi di volo e di ser-

vizio e all’organizzazione dell’orario di lavoro nel traffico aereo commerciale me-
diante velivoli“ – SR 748.127.8

Besides these national ordinances, there are other requirements and laws laid 
down in the EU OPS (European Union legislation for air transport) specifying mini-
mum safety and related procedures for commercial passenger and cargo fixed-wing 
aviation. All these laws and restrictions have to be implemented in every Operat-
ing Manual (OM A) of every commercial airline based in Switzerland and operating 
worldwide.

http://www.admin.ch/opc/de/classified-compilation/19730333/201402010000/748.127.1.pdf
http://www.admin.ch/opc/de/classified-compilation/19730333/201402010000/748.127.1.pdf
http://www.admin.ch/opc/de/classified-compilation/20081999/201104010000/748.127.8.pdf
http://www.admin.ch/opc/de/classified-compilation/20081999/201104010000/748.127.8.pdf
http://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/19730333/201402010000/748.127.1.pdf
http://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/19730333/201402010000/748.127.1.pdf
http://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/20081999/201104010000/748.127.8.pdf
http://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/20081999/201104010000/748.127.8.pdf
http://www.admin.ch/opc/fr/classified-compilation/20081999/201104010000/748.127.8.pdf
http://www.admin.ch/opc/it/classified-compilation/19730333/201402010000/748.127.1.pdf
http://www.admin.ch/opc/it/classified-compilation/19730333/201402010000/748.127.1.pdf
http://www.admin.ch/opc/it/classified-compilation/20081999/201104010000/748.127.8.pdf
http://www.admin.ch/opc/it/classified-compilation/20081999/201104010000/748.127.8.pdf
http://www.admin.ch/opc/it/classified-compilation/20081999/201104010000/748.127.8.pdf
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9. TOkyO COnvEnTIOn, Or THE „SSunruly pASSEngEr COnvEnTI-
On“

The Convention on Offences and Certain Other Acts Committed On board Air-
craft, commonly called the Tokyo Convention, is an international treaty, concluded 
at Tokyo on 14 September 1963. It entered into force on 4 December 1969, and has 
been ratified by 185 parties.

The Convention is applicable to offences against penal law and to any acts jeop-
ardizing the safety of persons or property on board civilian aircraft while in-flight 
(doors closed to doors open) and engaged in international air navigation. Coverage 
includes the commission of or the intention to commit offences and certain other 
acts on board aircraft registered in a Contracting State. 

The Convention, for the first time in the history of international aviation law, 
recognizes certain powers and immunities of the aircraft commander who on in-
ternational flights may restrain any person(s) he has reasonable cause to believe 
is committing or is about to commit an offence liable to interfere with the safety 
of persons or property on board or who is jeopardizing good order and discipline.

In strictly domestic cases (like flights from Zurich to Geneva) the Convention does 
not have application and acts and offences committed in the airspace of the State of 
Registry are excluded except when the point of departure or intended landing lies 
outside that State, or the aircraft enters into the airspace of a State other than the 
State of Registry as for example on a domestic flight which traverses the boundary 
of another State.
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